
DEPARTMENT OC 120–PHOTOGRAPHY  Fair Year: 2021 
 
Entries must be made by July 31 of exhibit year. 
Premiums: $3.00–$2.50–$2.00–$1.50 
 
AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHY 
DIVISION 515–FILM  
DIVISION 516–DIGITAL  

Open to those who derive no income from their 
photography. Pictures must have been taken by 
exhibitor, but it is not necessary that the developing and 
finishing was done by exhibitor. 

All photos must be mounted on poster board or 
card stock no larger than 12” x 16”.  No frames, 
mats, glass, or foam boards allowed. No captions. 
 
Class No. 
1. 4 pictures, black & white, same subject,  
2. 4 pictures, black & white, people 
3. 4 pictures, black & white, animals 
4. 4 pictures, black & white, flowers 
5. 4 pictures, black & white, landscape, no buildings 
6. 4 pictures, black & white, transportation 
7. 4 pictures, black & white, buildings 
8. 4 pictures, black & white, any other not listed 
9. 4 pictures, color, same subject 

10. 4 pictures, color, people 
11. 4 pictures, color, animals 
12. 4 pictures, color, flowers 
13. 4 pictures, color, landscape, no buildings 
14. 4 pictures, color, transportation 
15. 4 pictures, color, buildings 
16. 4 pictures, color, cloudscapes 
17. 4 pictures, color, sunsets 
18. 4 pictures, color, insects 
19. 4 pictures, color, any other not listed 
20. Picture, people, enlargement, b&w, 5x7 or larger 
21. Picture, animals, enlargement, b&w, 5x7 or larger 
22. Picture, flowers, enlargement, b&w, 5x7 or larger 
23. Picture, scenes, enlargement, b&w, 5x7 or larger 
24. Picture, any other not listed, enlargement, b&w, 

5x7 or larger 
25. Picture, people, enlargement, color, 5x7 or larger 
26. Picture, animals, enlargement, color, 5x7 or larger 
27. Picture, flowers, enlargement, color, 5x7 or larger 
28. Picture, scenes, enlargement, color, 5x7 or larger 
29. Picture, any other not listed, enlargement, color, 

5x7 or larger 
30. Four action pictures 
 

DIVISION 517–PROFESSIONAL 
PHOTOGRAPHY 

Open to those who derive income from their 
photography.  Pictures must have been taken, 
developed, and finished by exhibitor.  Photos must be 
mounted or matted. No frames, glass, or foam boards 
allowed. 
Class No. 
1. Portraits 
2. Architecture 
3. Picture story 
4. News event - include headlines 
5. Feature story - include headlines 
6. Landscaping 
7. Colored, any subject, 4x5 or larger, not hand 

painted 
8. Still life 
 
Best of Show/Award of Merit will be given at the 
discretion of the judge. 
 
 

 
 


